
Discover the Ultimate Fishing and Floating
Experience in Will County, Illinois
Will County, Illinois is a hidden gem for fishing and floating enthusiasts. Located
in the heart of the Midwest, this county offers a diverse range of fishing and
floating opportunities for outdoor enthusiasts of all levels. Whether you are an
avid angler looking for a new challenge or a leisurely floater in search of a
peaceful getaway, Will County has something for everyone.

1. Fishing in Will County

With its extensive network of rivers, lakes, and ponds, Will County is a paradise
for fishing enthusiasts. The county is home to over 170 lakes and 4 major rivers,
including the Des Plaines River and the Kankakee River, both renowned for their
abundant fish populations.

When it comes to fishing, Will County offers a wide variety of species to target.
From bass and catfish to walleye and muskie, you can find it all here. Whether
you prefer to fish from the shore, in a boat, or through ice fishing during the winter
months, you will find the perfect spot to cast your line.
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Will County is also known for its excellent fishing tournaments and events.
Throughout the year, various fishing competitions take place, allowing enthusiasts
to showcase their skills and compete for prizes. These events are a great way to
meet fellow anglers and immerse yourself in the fishing community.

2. Floating in Will County

If floating is more your kind of adventure, Will County has numerous scenic rivers
and lakes that are perfect for a leisurely float. Grab your inflatable tube or kayak
and head to one of the county's many waterways to experience the tranquility of
floating.

One popular floating destination in Will County is the Illinois Waterway, a 300-mile
stretch of navigable water that connects Lake Michigan to the Mississippi River.
This waterway offers stunning views of the surrounding nature and allows floaters
to observe wildlife in their natural habitats. It's a great way to escape the city and
immerse yourself in nature.

For a more challenging floating experience, you can explore the Des Plaines
River Water Trail. Spanning 95 miles, this water trail is perfect for adventurous
floaters who want to embark on a multi-day journey. Be prepared to navigate
through various rapids and enjoy the breathtaking scenery along the way.

3. Things to Consider for Your Fishing and Floating Experience
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Before heading out to Will County for your fishing and floating adventure, there
are a few things you should consider:

3.1. Licenses and Regulations

Make sure you have the necessary fishing licenses and permits required by the
state of Illinois. Familiarize yourself with the fishing regulations and size limits to
ensure you are in compliance with the law.

3.2. Safety First

Always prioritize your safety when fishing and floating. Wear a life jacket at all
times when on the water, regardless of your swimming abilities. Be mindful of
weather conditions and water currents to avoid any potential risks.

3.3. Equipment and Gear

Come prepared with the right equipment and gear for your fishing or floating
adventure. From fishing rods and bait to inflatable tubes and paddles, make sure
you have everything you need for a successful and enjoyable experience.

3.4. Know the Area

Research the specific fishing and floating spots in Will County that interest you.
Different locations may have different species and features, so understanding the
area beforehand will ensure you have the best possible experience.

Will County, Illinois is a haven for fishing and floating enthusiasts. With its
abundant waterways and diverse range of fish species, this county offers endless
opportunities for unforgettable outdoor experiences. Whether you choose to fish
from the shore, kayak down scenic rivers, or compete in fishing tournaments, Will
County has it all. So grab your fishing rod or inflatable tube, head to Will County,
and get ready to immerse yourself in the ultimate fishing and floating adventure.
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Will County Illinois Fishing & Floating Guide Book

Over 385 full 8 ½ x 11 sized pages of information with maps and aerial
photographs available. Fishing information is included for ALL of the county’s
public ponds and lakes, listing types of fish for each pond or lake, average sizes,
and exact locations with GPS coordinates and directions. Also included is fishing
information for most of the streams and rivers including access points and public
areas with road contact and crossing points and also includes fish types and
average sizes.

NEW NEW Now with a complete set of full sized U.S.G.S. Topographical Maps
for the entire county that normally cost from $12.00 to $14.00 each but are
included on the disk for FREE. These maps are complete full sized 7.5 minute
series quadrangle maps in 1:24,000 scale maps.
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Contains complete information on
Braidwood Lake
Brooks Crossing Park Lake
Des Plaines River (F)
Des Plaines State Fish & Wildlife Area
Dresden Lake
DuPage Rivers (F)
Forked Creeks
Grant Creek
Hickory Creek (F)
Horse Creeks
I & M Canal (F)
Jackson Creek
Kankakee River (F)
Lily Cache Creek
Monee Reservoir
Rock Creeks (F)
and the Van Horne Wood FP Ponds
(F) means floatable stream or river
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